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Multi-objective Management in Freight Logistics: Increasing Capacity, Service Level and Safety with Optimization AlgorithmsSpringer, 2008
The complexity of modern supply chains requires decision makers in logistics to work with a set of efficient (Pareto optimal) solutions, mainly to catch different economic aspects for which one optimal solution related to a single objective function is not able to capture entirely. Motivated by this, and by recent changes in global markets and the...
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Magento: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the world's most evolved e-commerce solution. It runs on the Apache/MySQL/PHP platform. From one installation, you can control multiple storefronts, all sharing customer and product information. Magento's templates and themes enable you to customize the look and feel of your store, even optimizing it for mobile phones. Extensions...
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Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V: Insiders Guide to Microsoft's HypervisorSybex, 2009
Hyper-V is one of the top virtualization products, and this practical guide focuses on the essentials of Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V. Written by the Microsoft team behind the Hyper-V product, this book shows you how to perform key virtualization scenarios, such as server consolidation, software test and development, and a dynamic data center and...
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Algorithmic Randomness and Complexity (Theory and Applications of Computability)Springer, 2010

	Though we did not know it at the time, this book’s genesis began with
	the arrival of Cris Calude in New Zealand. Cris has always had an intense
	interest in algorithmic information theory. The event that led to much of
	the recent research presented here was the articulation by Cris of a seemingly
	innocuous question. This question...
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Declarative Agent Languages and Technologies: First International Workshop, DALT 2003, Melbourne, AustraliaSpringer, 2004
The growing complexity of agent systems calls for models and technologies that allow for system predictability and enable feature discovery and verification. Formal methods and declarative technologies have recently attracted a growing interest as a means for dealing with such issues.
This book presents revised and extended versions of 11...
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Nonlinear Analysis and Synthesis Techniques for Aircraft Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2007
Despite many significant advances in the theory of nonlinear control in recent years, the majority of control laws implemented in the European aerospace industry are still designed and analysed using predominantly linear techniques applied to linearised models of the aircrafts’ dynamics. Given the continuous increase in the complexity of...
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Using SQLiteO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Application developers, take note: databases aren't just for the IS group any more. You can build database-backed applications for the desktop, Web, embedded systems, or operating systems without linking to heavy-duty client-server databases such as Oracle and MySQL. This book shows you how to use SQLite, a small and lightweight...
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Modular Java: Creating Flexible Applications with OSGi and SpringPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
The secret weapon for attacking complexity in any project is to break it down into smaller, cohesive, and more easily digestible pieces.  With Modular Java, you can easily develop applications that are more flexible, testable, maintainable, and comprehensible.
  
  Modular Java is a pragmatic guide to developing modular...
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Autonomic CommunicationSpringer, 2009
New paradigms for communication/networking systems are needed in order to tackle such emerging issues as heterogeneity, complexity and management of evolvable infrastructures, thus requiring approaches that are both task- and knowledge-driven. The networking and seamless integration of concepts, technologies and devices in a dynamically changing...
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Verifying Concurrent Processes Using Temporal Logic (Lecture Notes in Computer Science) (v. 129)Springer, 1982

	Concurrent processes can exhibit extremely complicated behavior, and
	neither informal reasoning nor testing is reliable enough to establish their
	correctness. In this thesis, we develop a new technique for the verification
	of parallel programs. The technique is stated in terms of axioms and inference
	rules, and it is used to prove...
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Designing Virtual Reality Systems: The Structured ApproachSpringer, 2005
Developing and maintaining a VR system is a very difficult task, requiring in-depth knowledge in many disciplines. The difficulty lies in the complexity of having to simultaneously consider many system goals, some of which are conflicting.
This book is organized so that it follows a spiral development process for each stage, describing the...
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Swarm Intelligence: From Natural to Artificial Systems (Santa Fe Institute Studies on the Sciences of Complexity)Oxford University Press, 1999
Social insects--ants, bees, termites, and wasps--can be viewed as powerful problem-solving systems with sophisticated collective intelligence. Composed of simple interacting agents, this intelligence lies in the networks of interactions among individuals and between individuals and the environment. A fascinating subject, social insects are also a...
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